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MAXIMIZING 
SAFE DIGITAL SPACES



SAFETY IS ALWAYS A PRIMARY CONCERN



SAFE DIGITAL SPACES
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Creating a safe space 
in the digital learning 

environment is not just 
about the use of 

technology but the 
behaviors we adapt.

is an environment where all 
individuals FEEL SAFE.

is where all individuals have a 
RESPONSIBILITY to behave in a 
way that keeps themselves and 

others safe.

is where individuals understand the 
HARM, ACTIONS they can take to 
minimize the risk of harm, and how 

they can RAISE CONCERNS about it.



HOW TO PROMOTE AWARENESS ON SAFE DIGITAL SPACE?



SOME PRACTICES



elf-awareness on safe digital normsS



ffirming that “we are all in this together and we all have a role to play”A

Barriers in the 
Online 

Learning 
Engagement 
in Chemistry

Difficulty in 
Understanding 
the Concepts 
of the Subject 

Matter

Difficulty in 
Accommodati
ng Academic 
Responsibiliti

es Online

Technical 
Challenges

Lack of 
Intrinsic 

Motivation 
Towards 
Online 

Learning

✘ Lack of self-efficacy
✘ Lack of appropriate 

learning strategies
✘ Lack of practical 

exposure

ü Provision of feedback
ü Changing the nature of 

the learning material 
ü Gradual introduction 

of the content

ü Participation in online 
learning through 
exposure to the 
practicality and 
meaning of the 
content

✘ Lack of interest on the 
subject matter

✘ Unengaging learning 
atmosphere

✘ Adjustment to online 
learning 

✘ Lack of socialization

ü Provision of offline-
based activities 
utilizing lesser 
bandwidth

✘ Absence of stable 
internet connection 

✘ Poor study habits,
✘ Screen fatigue
✘ Distractions
✘ Time management
✘ Lack of conducive 

learning space

ü Personal development and 
reflection

ü Clarity of the nature of 
performance tasks 

ü Consistent feedback



ostering the importance of safe digital maintenanceF



xemplifying proper digital space behaviorsE

The EU Kids Online 4Cs model of online risks (Livingstone et al., 2020, p. 57, adapted from Hasebrink et al., 2018)12



xemplifying proper digital space behaviorsE

https://www.apc.edu.ph/academic-services-be-a-responsible-digital-citizen/



chool community mimicking strategyS



articipate in a space of creative digital expressionP



articipate in a space of creative digital expressionP



adaptive and resilient in the changing digital spaceA

https://images.app.goo.gl/GMgb93FtzrH5r46g7



uration and filtering of contentsC



mpathy and supportE



elf-awareness about safety in digital space

ffirming that “we are all in this together and we all have a 
role to play”

ostering a caring digital learning environment

xemplifying Proper Online Behaviors

chool community mimicking strategy

romoting space for creative expression

daptability and resilience

uration and filterning of learning contents

mpathy and support
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for meaningful 
learning experience




